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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
Welcome to the second year
of The Painter’s Journal!
As we move into our second year of publication,
I wish to thank all returning subscribers and extend a
big welcome to all new subscribers! I also want to
share some good news: since printing costs are cheaper
in my new home, Boston, I hope to add more color
and graphics. Newcomers can expect to read some
informative and fun articles addressing a myriad of
articles about tools, techniques, products, health,
safety, and employment resources—just to name a
few.
I am sad to say that since I have left Bradley
University, two of my students, Megan K. Pence and
Stephen Heroux, will no longer assist with the
Journal. Without their help, my job getting this
publication off the ground would have been much
more difficult. But as they say, “as one door closes,
another one opens.” I look forward to finding new
collaborators among the people at Harvard University,
where I now work. I would also like to welcome
Susan Crabtree to our Editorial Board; her knowledge
and expertise will undoubtedly benefit the journal.
If you would like to be involved with The
Painter’s Journal, please feel free to contact me; my
information is on page one of this issue. We are
always looking for individuals to help with research,
graphics, marketing, and writing. I encourage
everyone—professionals, students, enthusiasts—to
contribute articles or even ideas for articles to The
Painter’s Journal. If you want to write an article, but
are unsure of how to begin, I can help you get started.
In the past, members of the Editorial Board have
sometimes mentored new writers. So if you are
interested in participating, please contact us!
The Painter’s Journal, Fall 2004

The three articles contained in this issue are
different from many of the articles in the past issues.
They are a little longer, as they are more in depth,
and are accompanied by a greater number of graphics.
Peter S. Miller’s article, “A Capital Idea,” is a
wonderful article that describes a technique he used
to create Corinthian pilaster capitals. You may be
wondering why an article about creating a three
dimensional form is featured in a journal about
painting. The answer is that scenic artists are often
called upon to create textures and detailed forms in
theatre. (You can also look forward to two more
similar articles from Mr. Miller in future issues.) The
second article is from Donna Wymore. In “Thinking
Outside the Black Box,” Ms. Wymore discusses how
you can use your scenic art training to find work
outside of “legitimate” theatre. Finally, Susan
Crabtree has written a wonderful article about a
nineteenth-century family of scenic artists. A new
feature this month is an Internet bibliography
compiled by Steve Hirsch. This annotated
bibliography targets sites on the Internet that have
proven to be useful visual resources for the scenic
artist. I urge everyone who has a favorite site that
they use for visual research to send it to The Painter’s
Journal and we will compile and publish them.
I hope you enjoy this issue. Look forward to a
new issue again in December!
Thank you,

Anthony R. Phelps
Executive Editor

www.paintersjournal.com
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EDUCATION & TRAINING
Connecting with Scenic
Artists of the Past
by Susan Crabtree, Crabtree Scenic and Specialty Painting

“You see. The drops are still painted by hand.”
This is what I overheard one visitor to say to his
companion, during their tour of a rental drop facility
where I was working. Standing on the deck of a flying
bridge several feet above their heads, I thought to
myself, “Well, of course we do.” But as my interest
in the history of our profession has caught fire over
the years, I have thought about this comment many
times. To anyone accustomed to modern
mechanizations, many of our hands-on methods
must seem out of time. As technology overtakes one
profession after another ours still occupies a special
place. It is only recently that technology has been
able to make inroads into our methods. In many
respects we still implement our art and craft in much
the same fashion as it has been for centuries. But
because we create art on a deadline, those of us
involved in commercial theatre cannot afford to
ignore new technology any longer. This does not
mean that scenic artistry will be put in the ‘hands’
of machines; rather, scenic artists will have to learn
to work with and in the presence of new tools, just
as our predecessors learned to paint for gas and
electric lighting or to create blends of color with
pneumatic tools. Technology will catch many of us
in its grip, until much of the magic that is created
on backdrops will be done with computerized paint
tools, paint machines, and projection, instead of with
brushes and pigment. (I am not so sure this includes
me. I am pretty happy wallowing around in the tar
pits.) What interests me about this technological shift
is that even as our methods change, the basic
elements of brilliant scenic artistry will remain the
same.
Over the last decade, I have been privileged to
visit many archives in which collections of the work
of nineteenth-century scenic artists/designers are
housed. On my last trip to London, I centered my
research on the collections of the Grieve Family. This
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remarkable family of scene painters was at the center
of theatrical scenography in London. The first
generation of this family in the scenic art profession
was John Henderson Grieve (1770 – 1845), who began
his 50-year career painting for minor theatres in 1794.
From 1817 to 1843, he worked primarily at Covent
Garden, yet spent the years from 1835 to 1839 at
Drury Lane. He then returned to Covent Garden to
paint for Madame Vestris. His two sons, Thomas (1799
– 1882) and William (1800 – 1844), both began
working in the scenic art profession at the age of 18.
For the next 25 years, the Grieve family was a
powerhouse in the scenic art profession, designing and
painting for opera, pantomime, and drama. After the
deaths of his father and brother, Thomas became the
principal painter for the actor/manager Charles Kean.
He designed and painted scenery for Kean’s
Shakespearian Revivals at the Princess Theatre, as well
as for the Windsor Theatrical, which Kean managed
for their Majesties Queen Victoria and Prince Albert.
Thomas’s son, Thomas Walford Grieve (1841 –1899),
began working with his father around 1862. Though
Thomas worked up to the month of his death, Thomas
Walford was forced to retire from the profession several
years before his own death, due to a debilitating illness.
For nearly a century, this family of outstanding artists
was a fixture of the London stage. Over the course of
their careers at Covent Gardens, the Grieves worked
under the management of the Kemble family—first
John Philip and then Charles, from 1803 – 1832.
They worked with many collaborators; consequently,
the names of William Capon, Charles Pugh, and
Gaetano Marinani, to name a few, appear on the
playbills from their era.
In the nineteenth-century, it was common
practice for scenic artists to design the scenes they were
to paint. Frequently, the company manager would
assign one new scene for a play to one scenic artist,
another new scene to another. One of the pitfalls of
this system was that without the overall artistic
guidance of a scenic designer, the stylistic differences
between scenes painted by different teams of scenic
artists might have been evident. Additionally, the scenes
were often filled out with worn-out stock scenery. As
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you can imagine, all these differences may have been
jarringly conspicuous. However, when two generations
of the Grieve family began working together, in
1817—1818, they faced some unique circumstances.
The two theatres granted patents for the presentation
of drama under the Licensing Act of 1737 burned
down within months of each other –Covent Garden
in December 1808 and Drury Lane Theatre Royal in
February 1809. Covent Garden reopened in 1809,
Drury Lane in 1812. Once rebuilt, these two theatres
contended with one another for audiences.
Subsequently, the scenery rebuilt and painted for these
theatres was an important draw to win back an
audience that craved spectacle. Among the many
improvements made to the stage houses of both
theatres was the addition of gas light, which was added
at Covent Garden in 1815 – 17.
In many texts I consulted, John Henderson Grieve
is credited with devising the system of glaze work in
scene painting in England; with the help of his sons,
John started an exciting new era in London theatre.
His method of applying layers of translucent colors
over one another, which we are well accustomed to
working with today, responded beautifully under the
glow of gas lighting. The Grieves also are credited with
improving the engineering and painting techniques
of moving panoramas, creating both the vertical and
horizontal examples of this scenic device. They were
renowned for their aerial dioramas, an innovation of
perspective from a bird’s eye point of view first used
to depict the vistas of London and Paris, as if seen
from the basket of a hot air balloon in 1823.
Furthermore, the Grieves were also concerned with
lighting, inventing many innovations that made the
most of the new gas fixtures.
The Grieve Family Collection of Theatre Designs
at the University of London contains 655 design
examples from the era when the first two generations
of Grieves were working together. Because a fair number
of the pieces are covered with grid lines, I surmise
many of the pieces were working paint elevations. They
are painted with watercolor or sepia ink; frequently
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pen and ink detail was layered over. All the elevations
in this collection are very small by today’s standards;
some elevations of wings are only 2 ½” x 3 ½” and the
full stage drop elevations are seldom larger than 8" x
11". In 1809, Covent Garden’s proscenium was a few
inches shy of 39’ wide, so the backdrops must have
been at least 40’ wide. Sadly, no scenery painted from
these elevations survives because flames engulfed the
theatre again in 1856.
These elevations are very different from those in
other collections I have studied; the painting technique
is gestural and though skillful, apparently quickly
done. As an actual piece of scenery was painted, a great
deal of the detail would have had to be filled in.
Frequently the elevations were monochromatic; the
color would have had to be worked out on the scenery
itself. I have to admit that I was, at first, a little
disappointed by these elevations. Having studied
collected works such as the Twin Cities Scenic, Holak,
and Great Western collections at the Performing Art
Archives of the University of Minnesota Library, these
small loose sketches were at bit of a let down. (Thanks,
in large measure, to the effort of Dr. C. Lance
Brockman, many people are familiar with these
collections.) But as I continued to look over the Grieve
Collection, I began to imagine the Grieves working
together. Overall, the collection is fairly uniform. It
is impossible to determine which artist’s hand painted
which elevation, because none of these pieces had been
signed by the artist. An unknown hand did identify
which artist had created some of the works in this
collection, but it is difficult to connect, with any degree
of certainty, one signature technique to a particular
individual. I thought of the father training and
working with his two sons. As a team of scenic artists,
they would have been so in sync they may have scarcely
needed to talk. I came to understand that the
elevations, rather than being fully conceived renderings,
were actually a visual short hand. When painting a
backdrop, the one artist could have created appropriate
ornamental detail out of the dashed lines on the
elevations created by the other, as if finishing each
other’s sentences in conversation.
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What impressed me, as I looked over this
collection and tried to ‘read’ the Grieve’s elevations,
was that any well-trained scenic artist of our century
could still work with these elevations and in a sense
‘complete their sentences’. As I squinted my eyes at
these small sketches, they came into focus and I could
see how masterfully the designs were conceived.
Though these elevations are gestural, the period of the
play, focus, and mood of the scenes were apparent to
me. The compositions are beautiful and the manner
in which wings, portals, ground rows, profiles, and
backdrops are arranged would result in stunning stage
pictures. From these treasures of our history created
by members of our profession 180 years in the past,
we can still read, could still paint, and may still be
inspired because, “You see the drops are still
painted…” by artists.

Sources
Earl, John, and Michael Sell, eds. The Theatre Trust:
Guide to British Theatres, 1750-1950. London:
A & C Black, 2000.
The Grieve Family Collection of Theatre Designs.
University of London.
Hazelton, Nancy J. Doran. “The Grieve Family:
Patterning in Nineteenth-Century Scene
Design.” Theatre Survey 32 (May 1991): 3142.

Wilson, Edwin and Alvin Goldfarb. Living Theatre: A
History. 3rd ed. Boston: McGraw Hill, 2000.
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A Capital Idea:
Creating Corinthian
Pilaster Capitals
by Peter S. Miller
In addition to painting two-dimensional
backdrops and flats, scenic artists are often called upon
to create unique three-dimensional objects. During
the many years I have worked in opera, theatre,
television, and film, I have made trees, rock
formations, stone fireplaces, caves, snowbanks, icicles,
fish, tropical plant-life, statues, fountains, candles with
nine-foot wax drips, a mass grave, and a variety of
architectural details and ornaments including
keystones, capitals, and cartouches. The most
commonly used material is Styrofoam, but depending
upon the requirements of a specific job, other products
may also be employed. In some instances, when
duplicates are needed, mold-making and casting
techniques come into play.
I consider these three-dimensional jobs to be
some of the most enjoyable and challenging aspects
of our work, and wanted to share some of these
projects with the hope that other scenic artists and
students might find the methods and materials used
useful in their work. When appropriate, I indulge in
a bit of historical background and terminology, since
this is another part of our work that interests me.
This is the first in a series of three articles that
describes the process of crafting a three-dimensional
object for an operatic production.
More than a decade ago, I painted the scenery
for The Wolf Trap Opera Company’s production of
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Gioachino Rossini’s rarely performed work Il Viaggio
a Rheims (The Journey to Rheims). The set was an
ornate hotel lobby interior, with a central archway
framed by two pilasters surmounted by Corinthian
capitals. At that time, resources were limited and
although the set was finished by opening night, I was
embarrassed by the capitals—a rush job completed
in the hours before the first dress rehearsal. The show
opened, ran, closed, and was consigned to the
dumpster, but those capitals continued to haunt
me.
Almost ten years later, the production was
revived with the same designer, Alan Moyer, and a
modified but more elaborate set. Although no longer
the charge, I continued to work at Wolf Trap in a
“guest artist” capacity. With more time and money
available, I was determined to do a better job on those
capitals!
The first order of business was to find good
research. Although the drafting indicated a pair of
Corinthian capitals, the half-inch scale drawing was
not very detailed: more information was needed to
produce the best results.

A Completed Corinthian Pilaster Capital
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Perhaps a brief detour into architectural history
is in order for those readers who are unfamiliar with
Corinthian pilaster capitals.
See page 9 for Illustration.
In classical architecture, the formalized system
of horizontal members and supporting posts is known
as “The Orders of Architecture.” The origins are
obscure, going back thousands of years to the timber
construction elements of early Greek temples, but
“The Orders” continue to be used in the construction
of monumental buildings today.

The Corinthian Capital is ornamented with a
double row of Acanthus Leaves
Leaves, which wrap around
a central core, shaped like a basket, or an upside-down
bell. At the top is a flat, square plate known as The
Abacus
Abacus, which has inward curving sides. It supports
The Entablature
Entablature, the horizontal beam that rests on
top of the columns. The four corners of the abacus
are supported by curled, scroll-like Volutes
olutes, which
grow from stylized plant forms known as Caulicoli
Caulicoli.
Between the two main volutes of each face of the
capital are two smaller ones, which hold up The
Fleuron
Fleuron, a small flower that sits at the center of the
abacus.

There are three principal orders: The Doric, The
Ionic, and The Corinthian. These were invented by
the Greeks and elaborated by the Romans, who added
two more of their own, The Tuscan and The
Composite. The imperial ambition of the Romans,
who used architecture to promote their culture in
conquered territories, was responsible for spreading
the classical style throughout much of what is today
known as Europe.

It was also important to consult with the
technical director about the exact size and placement
of the capitals. Although we were both working from
the same set of plans, measurements are open to
interpretation, and we both wanted to make sure that
the capitals would not require modification later. At
that time, it was decided that the small Astragal
Moulding
Moulding, where the capital meets the shaft of the
pilaster, would be built by the carpenters.

Each of the orders is made up of a round
supporting post known as a Column
Column, which has a
Shaft
Shaft, often enriched with a series of decorative
grooves called Fluting
luting. The shaft is surmounted by
a Capital
Capital, which is the most distinctive element of
each order.

The next step was to create the full-scale pounce
drawing on brown craft paper shown in Figure 1.
Two measurements from the drafting were used: the
width of the pilaster and the height of the capital,
from the top of the astragal moulding to the top of
the abacus.

When a column is not fully round, and is
attached to the surface of a wall, it is said to be
Engaged
Engaged. In cases when an engaged column would
be less than half round, its face and sides are squared
off and the resulting box-like form is called a Pilaster
ilaster.
The base and capital are altered to accommodate the
flattened square shape.

The paper was folded on the centerline, (C.L.
in photograph), and half of the front elevation drawn
in charcoal. I also drew a simple plan view from the
top. Had this been a more complex shape, (a lion
head, for example), I would have also drawn a
sectional view at centerline. But since I had a
reasonably clear picture in my mind, I didn’t think
that this was required.

10
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Once the drawing was complete, it was inked
with a black sharpie marker, and while still folded on
centerline, perforated through both layers of paper,
thereby creating a symmetrical pounce layout. For
the sake of a clear photograph, the other half was
inked following the perforations, although this wasn’t
really necessary. The back of the paper was then
lightly sanded, to remove any excess paper clogging
the holes.
The primary material used to fabricate the capitals
was Dow Corning’s foam insulation material, known
by many in show business as “blue foam.” There is
also a similar product that is pink; both are available
at lumberyards and other places that sell building
supplies. They come in two-by-eight-foot sheets in
various thicknesses up to three inches. If you plan to
use Styrofoam or polystyrene products on stage, it is
a good idea to check local fire regulations, since most
of the foam products available are flammable.
“Rosco’s FoamCoatTM” is good for covering and
flame-retarding foam products.
The drawing was transferred to the foam using
a pounce bag filled with powdered charcoal, and inked
10
with a Sharpie marker. You can see in Figure 2 that I
made two layers, but did not glue them together
immediately, thinking that it would be easier to do
the preliminary carving while the capitals were still in
sections. The diagonal hatching indicates where the
adhesive will eventually go and is a reminder not to
disturb that surface during the rough shaping.
A bandsaw was used initially, then the form was
refined using a keyhole saw, small knives and a
Sureform. Unfortunately, my riflers (small pointed
files used in woodcarving), which would have been
useful in refining details, were left at home and
therefore not available.
The Painter’s Journal, Fall 2004

Figure 3 shows the capital cores assembled, the
foam layers laminated with 3-M Contact Adhesive,
popularly known as “green glue.” It is always advisable
to do two coats (the first one partially soaks in and
seals the surface) and to make sure that both layers
are completely dry before sticking them together.
Confirm that the pieces are correctly aligned before
contact is made, since it is almost impossible to
separate them once they are bonded. After the foam
was laminated, I continued to refine the shape using
the small knives and sandpaper.
The thought of trying to carve multiple,
identical, symmetrical acanthus leaves out of blue
foam filled me with consternation, so I decided to
try a felt and glue technique that I had used to fabricate
costume accessories at a Shakespeare festival many
years ago. The first step in this process was to create
paper templates for the large and small acanthus leaves,
the caulicolus plants, and the other bits of foliage
detail.
Finding the exact shape of the acanthus leaves
took some experimentation, since the original
drawing showed them in a curled position, while the
template needed to show a flattened form that could
be bent to the proper curve. A piece of craft paper,
larger than the leaf, was cut and folded in half. The
original drawing was transferred using a pounce bag,
and the shape was extended to a size that seemed like
it might work when the leaf was bent to the correct
angle. While the paper was still folded on the
centerline, the leaf was cut out with scissors, (basic
paper doll technology), unfolded, bent into shape,
and temporarily attached to the Styrofoam core with
masking tape. After several modifications, I found a
satisfactory form.
The one concern I had about using felt and glue
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Figure 2

Figure 1

Figure 3

Figure 5

Figure 4

Figure 6

Figure 7
Figure 8
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acanthus leaves was their lack of thickness. In order
to give the leaves the appropriate dimension of
sculpted relief, I decided to use a double layer of felt
with a piece of quarter-inch thick foam rubber
sandwiched in between. I also imbedded flexible
armature wire (from the craft store) in a groove cut
in the foam where the center stem of each acanthus
leaf would eventually go. The wire, when bent, would
enable the leaf to retain the proper curl while the glue
dried.
The felt and foam “sandwiches” with the
armature wire trapped inside were laminated with spray
adhesive, and the paper templates taped in place,
making sure that the centerline of the leaf
corresponded to the location of the wire within the
“sandwich”. The pattern was stenciled onto the felt
with a contrasting color of spray paint. Both of these
steps were performed outside on the loading dock,
while wearing a respirator. Figure 4 shows the felt
and foam “sandwiches” laid out on the floor with the
paper patterns beside them.
The leaves, caulicoli, and other foliage pieces
were carefully cut out with sharp scissors (a tedious
task!) and soaked in flexible Sobo glue colored with
ochre universal tint. The glue-saturated leaves were
bent to shape and set aside to dry overnight, on a
plastic-covered table. Since the Sobo glue is flexible,
the leaves remained malleable when dry and the shape
could be adjusted.
The surface of the leaves was still flat, however,
and I wanted to add detail to suggest the ornate relief
carving seen on actual sculpted acanthus leaves. I
decided that the most efficient way to do this was to
use a goop mixture of wallboard joint compound,
tint and Sobo glue. When squeezed out of a glue
bottle and manipulated with a fingertip or a small,
damp brush to blend the edge of the extruded goop,
this technique can be surprisingly effective. On larger
The Painter’s Journal, Fall 2004

projects, a pastry bag with a variety of cake decorating
tips also works well.
It is, however, important to force the goop
mixture through cheesecloth to strain out lumps.
Nothing ruins the elegant line of an ornament faster
than a pastry tip or glue bottle clogged with lumps
of dried-out joint compound. When this happens,
(and it inevitably will!) curse silently, wipe off the
offending blob of goop off with a damp sponge, and
try again. Patience and a steady, even hand should do
the trick.
After the goop detailing, the leaves were allowed
to dry and then brushed with a coat of tinted Sobo
glue thickened with a little joint compound. This
helped to blend the edge of the goop detail into the
surface of the felt and filled the edge of the laminated
foam and felt “sandwich.” Figure 5 shows the acanthus
leaves and other foliage pieces cut out and bent to
shape with the goop detail applied. One set has also
been coated with the thickened glue.
While the leaves were drying, a mix of tinted
joint compound and Plaster of Paris was stippled over
the entire Styrofoam capital core. When it dried, the
pointed “peaks” left by the stippling action were
sanded down, leaving a subtle texture similar to the
glue-saturated felt leaves. Figure 6 shows a capital
with this treatment.
The leaves and other applied foliage details were
temporarily positioned with T-pins borrowed from
the prop shop; the Sobo glue/joint compound mix
was still flexible enough to allow for minor
adjustments. Once the exact positioning was
determined, the leaves were permanently attached
with contact adhesive, and pinned in a few strategic
spots with small finishing nails.
The final step before painting was to give the
capitals a coat of tinted Sobo glue. This unified the
texture, reinforced the bond of the leaves to the core,
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strengthened the entire capital, and provided a primer
for the metallic paint that followed. Figure 7 shows
one capital covered with the joint compound/plaster
mix and the other with the leaves applied and coated
with tinted Sobo glue.
At this time, I needed to move on, since
another job was beckoning, but my last step before
leaving town was to give the capitals a basecoat of
Rosco’s water-based Off-Broadway Gold. If this had
been the final treatment, I would have given them a
second coat. But since it was going under a layer of
gold leaf, one was sufficient. In Figure 8, the capital
on the left has been painted.
The carpenters attached the capitals with drywall screws. The larger acanthus leaves on either side,
which overlapped onto the pilaster, were pin-nailed
in place. Scenic Charge Madeline O. Hartling and
her crew filled the holes and touched up and leafed
the capitals and the other ornamental details on the
set. The final step was subtle, aging glaze.
It is my hope that the methods described in
this article, particularly the foam rubber, felt, joint
compound, and Sobo glue “sandwich” technique will
be of use to other scenic artists in creating dimensional
ornament for operatic and theatrical productions. In
situations where forms repeat, it is an effective,
efficient, and relatively inexpensive approach.
Sources
Classical Architecture is a fascinating and
complicated topic, much too complex to explore at
any length in a short article. In researching, I am
indebted to several sources, which I mention here for
the benefit of those who may wish to find out more.
My sources are: Classical Architecture, A
Comprehensive Handbook to the Tradition of
Classical Style, by Robert Adams, Harry N. Abrams,
Inc., 1991; Classical Architecture - An Introduction
to its Vocabulary and Essentials, with a SelectGlossary
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of Terms, by James Stevens Curl, Van Nostrand
Reinhold, New York, 1992; and The American
Vignola – A Guide to the Making of Classical
Architecture, by William R. Ware, Dover
Publications and Classical America, New York, 1994.
Of particular interest to scenic artists and theatrical
designers is Robert Chitham’s The Classical Orders
of Architecture, Rizzoli International Publications,
Inc., 1985. This is the most readable book I have
found on a labyrinthian topic, distinguished by its
large, precise, and easy-to-follow illustrations and
short, unpretentious title.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
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Careers in Scenic Art
Beyond the Theatre
or

Thinking Outside of the
Black Box
by Donna Wymore, COLORado Scenery
I graduated from college in 1977 which, by
today’s standards, was back in the “dark ages,” prior
to personal computers and the Internet. Perhaps it was
this lack of universal information, perhaps it was being
steered by my professors towards only the theatre or
perhaps it was just my being unworldly that led me
to believe that the only way that I could paint scenery
and get paid for it was by working at a theatre. It
wasn’t until I was jobless and stranded in Los Angeles
in 1985 that it occurred to me that I could make a
living painting scenery outside the theatre.
This revelation came when I landed a job at a
professional scenery studio. This particular studio took
on projects from a wide variety of scenery-related
venues. One week we would be painting scenery for a
theme park attraction, the next week we would be
working on a large trade show booth for Chrysler. At
times, we would paint scenery for a really bad “B”
movie (yes, I worked on plenty of those!) or we would
be on a location at a Las Vegas casino. Once, we painted
scenery for a teenage beauty pageant. The beauty
pageant was on stage, but it was also aired on national
television. I worked at this studio for nine years and
eventually became the boss. This experience made me
recognize the many ways we can apply our trade not
only in the theatre, but well beyond it, too.
Film, Television, Video: unrav
eling the G
yster
unraveling
Grreat M
Myster
ysteryy
Have you ever sat through a movie’s credits and
read the names as they go scrolling by? Have you ever
wondered: “Who are those guys?” or “How did they
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get that job?” ? Back in the days of Hollywood’s “Golden
Age” (the 1930’s to around 1960), scenic artists went
to work every day at one studio or another (kind of
like a factory job). Nowadays, scenic artists in film,
television, and video work for production companies,
independent productions or (as I did) scenery studios.
Unlike back in the “Golden Age,” today’s productions
are made in many locations other than Hollywood.
You’d be surprised to learn where some movies are made
these days!

Where to find the job: State and Local Film
Commissions: Every state and most major cities have
a governmental office that works with filmmakers.
Some have online bulletin boards that list job openings
and current projects in their area. Some areas have
associations of working professionals that work with
the film commissions. Here in Colorado, we have the
Colorado Film and Video Association (www.cfva.com),
which sends out a monthly e-mail newsletter. Some
film commission web sites have an area where you can
post your information as a crew member; most have a
printed book in which you can be listed. Some
commissions have telephone hotlines for jobs and some
sponsor networking parties.
Publications: There are a few printed publications that
list where a production is filming. Here are a few: The
Hollywood Reporter, Backstage West, and Location
Update. Don’t forget the good old Yellow Pages! Look
under Motion Picture Producers and Studios, as well
as Scenery Studios and Theatrical Equipment and
Supplies.
Web Sites: Some of the major film studios have job
postings on their web sites, through their human
resources departments. For more local opportunities,
look under Motion Picture Production Companies
within your city or state. Also, there are quite a few
web sites that list job openings in the film industry.
While some charge a fee for listings and/or inquiries,
others are free:
talentnetworks.com
productionhub.com
media-match.com
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visualnet.com
navfguide.com
filmservicesguide.com
mandy.com
Liv
nter
tainment: “I can get paid for THA
T?”
Enter
ntertainment:
THAT?”
Livee E
Live entertainment is an umbrella category that
covers many venues of the entertainment industry. It’s
like theatre because live people are involved and it’s
entertainment but unlike theatre, it doesn’t have to
be in a traditional setting or have a script. Here are
some forms of “Live Entertainment” and remember:
think outside of the black box:
B eauty P
ageants and F
ashion SSho
ho
ws
Pageants
Fashion
hows
ws: these venues
often use scenery to enhance their productions.
R enaissance F
airs and specialty gatherings: these
Fairs
summer attractions need scenery to set the mood for
their fairs or promotions.
Professional Haunted Houses: the haunted attraction
industry is a full-time occupation for some production
companies.
Ice Shows and Circuses: these entertainment industries
have evolved into mega productions, most requiring
painted scenery.
Variety SSho
ho
ws: located in tourist areas such as Orlando,
hows:
Florida; Branson, Missouri; and Pigeon Forge,
Tennessee, these productions are keeping family
entertainment alive in the 21st century.
Santa Villages: not just for shopping malls any more,
this type of scenery is now appearing at theme parks,
children’s museums, and family entertainment centers.
Corporate Theatr
e: even Power Point presentations
Theatre:
look nicer with some scenery on stage.
Cruise Ships: most of the larger cruise ships have a
stage where a variety of entertainment is presented
nightly.
Par
ties and E
arties
Evv ents: encompassing everything from
awards presentations to charity banquets to political
conventions to big weddings, professional event and
party planners use scenery to create themed
environments.
Theme Entertainment: someone painted that giant
Bullwinkle; it might as well be you!
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Themed Entertainment is also an umbrella category
covering different types of scenery display usually used
either to sell something or as entertainment without a
live performer. Here are some forms of theme
entertainment: remember to look at all the angles!
Restaurants: sometimes called “eater-tainment,” these
theme restaurants are very popular, especially in tourist
areas. Look around corporate restaurants like The
Cheesecake Factory or The Rain Forest Cafe. Someone
had to paint those walls to look like marble or paint
those giant butterflies.
Theme P
ar
ks and Water P
ar
ks: modern American
Par
arks
Par
arks:
theme parks are a good example of themed
entertainment painting. From Mickey Mouse murals
to wood painted like metal and metal painted like
wood, theme parks employ scenic artists full time and
seasonally.
Museums and Visitor Centers: getting away from dusty
dinosaur bones and boring text displays, museums
(science and industry, children’s, natural history) and
visitor centers (parks and attractions like the Kennedy
Space Center) are sprucing up their exhibits with
interactive, visually stimulating display materials.
Theme Retail: retail stores are now using scenery to
sell their merchandise. Check out the displays at the
Disney Store or Warner Brothers store at a mall near
you. Those displays above the clothing racks are painted
by someone (and that could be you).
Casinos: not just in Las Vegas any more, casinos and
other gaming establishments are now in just about
every state. Many use scenic art as a way to enhance
their themed environments, such as: a village in the
Caribbean, a western town, a railroad station.
Trade SSho
ho
ws: although many trade show booths are
hows:
more in the “Formica and carpet” theme, many
companies are now moving beyond that static look to
more exciting themes to draw in customers. It’s not
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COLORado Scenery’s owner Donna
Wymore painting an exhibit for the Denver
Museum of Nature and Science.

COLORado Scenery’s Patti Polk with one
of several ceiling murals now installed at
Lady Luck Casino in Iowa.

COLORado Scenery’s Keith Howard paints
space dust on Denver’s Museum of Nature
and Science exhibit, “Space Odyssey.”

COLORado Scenery’s Melissa Schrank
paints a retail store display for Copper
Mountain Resorts.
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unusual for a health care systems company booth to
have a “Hooray for Hollywood” theme or an “Out in
the Tropics” theme.
Family E
nter
tainment Centers: now called “FEC’s,”
Enter
ntertainment
these centers encompass entertainment venues such
as bowling alleys, miniature golf, go-cart tracks, laser
tag arenas, and pinball / video arcades. Once again,
to get repeat customers, many have a theme. Some
have an outer space theme, some have a cartoon
character theme, some have a wild west theme. All of
these themes require scenic art.
Corporate Display or Showrooms: many large
corporations have showrooms that display their
products or services. Usually located at their
headquarters, these show rooms are decorated to give
their customers some “eye candy” during their tour of
the company. One excellent example of this is the
Hasbro Toy showroom, at their New York City
headquarters (as seen in the film Big).

Where to find the Jobs:
The two best places to find a position with these
two entertainment industries are a commercial scenery
shop and the entertainment company directly (usually
through their human resources department).

some will be on a “per project basis,” which means
that the position is over when the job is completed. A
good way to find these companies is to pick up trade
industry magazines, such as Haunted Attraction
Magazine , Event Solutions Magazine , and MidAtlantic Events Magazine. You can visit the web sites
of the specific company, such as cruise lines, beauty
pageants, event decor companies, etc., to see if they
have positions open or are accepting applications.
Remember to check with their human resources
department; positions are often listed there. Also, check
in the yellow pages under titles such as “Christmas”
for professional holiday decor companies and “Event
Planners” for corporate theatre producers.
Whether it goes on stage, in a museum, in a casino,
or in a shopping mall at Christmas, remember: it’s all
scenery — just different applications of the same thing!

ABOUT THE A
UTHOR
AUTHOR
Donna Wymore is the owner of Denver based
COLORado Scenery. She has been painting scenery
professionally since 1977. Painter’s Journal readers are
welcome to contact Donna at info@coloradoscene.com
or www.coloradoscene.com.

The commercial scenery shop/studio: Located in most
major metropolitan areas (and some smaller cities),
the commercial scenery studio will often work on a
variety of jobs, for a variety of entertainment venues.
Some specialize in one type of scenery, such as Santa
Villages (honestly! I had a friend whose shop did just
that), while some may only build party and event decor
(props like giant Oscars for Hollywood theme parties).
To find these shops locally, look under scenery studios,
event planners, or theatrical equipment and supplies
in the yellow pages. Of course, the Internet is a valuable
source to find scenery studios in other cities.
The entertainment company: Many of the above listed
types of entertainment companies have their own inhouse staff. Some positions will be full time, while
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Scenic Art Resources on the Internet
by Steve Hirsch,University of Sioux Falls
Amiens Cathedral Project. Department of Art History and Archaeology, Media Center for Art History,
Columbia University.
<http://www.learn.columbia.edu/ Mcahweb/index-frame.html.>
The Amiens Cathedral project is packed with photos, technical drawings and videos of both the
exterior and interior of the architecture. The site also has computer drafted models of the
cathedral. This web site is easy to navigate, very well organized, and documented. It’s great for
French Gothic architecture.

Doug’s Nature Photography. ed. Doug Dix.
<http://home.golden.net/~dkdix/ photo%20Galleries.htm.>
This site has unique nature photographs. They are easy to look at but not organized in any order.
There are no search options to narrow your findings. This is a great site for trees and landscapes.

The Ancient City of Athens. ed. Kevin T. Glowacki.
<http://www.stoa.orgathens/sites/acropolis.html.>
This is a good site for Greek architecture. There are over 80 photos of the Parthenon, Temple of
Athena, and random views of Acropolis. The creator, Kevin Glowacki, has intended this site to
be a resource for students and teachers of classical art, archaeology, civilization, languages, history,
and also a source of images.

Oregon County Scenic Images. Oregon State Archives.
<http://arcweb.sos.state.or.us/county/cpscenic.html.>
This site has great outdoor pictures of buildings, trees, and landscapes. However, it is organized by
county, so if you are looking for something specific, you will have to click through all the
photographs. There are 36 counties, with 2 to 5 photographs per county.

Pictures of trees. ed. Bartosz Pacula.
<.http://www.geocities.com/b_pacula/bpjea02.html.>
If you are looking for trees, this one is for you. There are over 120 different tree photographs, from
single trees to forests, as well as closeups.
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Pictures of Trees South Africa. Silent Valley Game Ranch South Africa.
http://www.bushveld.co.za/pictures-trees.htm.>
This is another great website for trees. All of the trees in this site are African. They also have
excellent pictures of a variety of objects, including lightning, animals, clouds, and sunsets.

Renaissance and Baroque Architecture. Department of Architectural History, School of Architecture.
University of Virginia.
http://www.lib.virginia.edu/dic/colls/arh102/index.html.>
An excellent site for Renaissance and Baroque architecture. The digital photos were taken from slides
used for an architectural survey course. There are over 350 photos of landscapes, building
architecture and ornate decorations. The photos span the British Isles and most of Europe. There is
a thumbnail view of each image in each category which opens to a larger downloadable image.

Scenery Collection Database. University Libraries Digital Collection, University of Minnesota Library.
<http://digital.lib.umn.edu/scenery/.>
The collection of scenery in this website is one-of-a-kind. The University of Minnesota compiled an
overwhelming amount of photos, renderings, and models that span nearly a century’s worth of
materials from the stages of the United States. This web site gives you a pictorial history of how
theater has evolved throughout the years. The collection is very well organized and easy to navigate.
It has multiple search options that help you locate specific items. The photos are easily viewed and
have great descriptions. This is a great site for all types of research.
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